


Message from the
MCFS MINISTER • JUDY MAYER 

In 2009-2010, the Authority took major strides to ensure that
together we are continually building a system that supports
and strengthens the health and well-being of our families and
communities. The Manitoba Metis Federation (MMF) is
extremely proud of their hard work and commitment.

The MMF would like to congratulate the Authority on the
completion of a comprehensive five year strategic vision plan.
The document lays the groundwork for a child and family 
services system that focuses on strengthening and supporting
Metis youth, families and communities. The initiatives and
actions framed within the strategic vision are an important
step toward improving the protection of Metis children and
families, and the staff of the Authority should take great pride
in this progress.

The MMF would also like to recognize the Metis Child 
and Family Services Authority Board of Directors for their 
commitment and dedication. The achievements realized by
the Authority would not have been possible without your
supervision and diligence. Thanks to your regulation, the
Board ensures that an organizational structure, one that 
promotes and supports community governance at all levels,
exists within the Authority.

The Metis Child and Family Services Authority is committed
to realizing the goal of creating strength-based, culturally 
relevant services. Their partnership with the MMF, the Metis

Child Family and Community
Services Agency and other key 
stakeholders, has enabled the
Authority to make important
improvements to the way
Metis child protection is carried

out in Manitoba.
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Message from the
BOARD CHAIRPERSON  • RITA CULLEN 

On behalf of the Metis Child and Family Services Authority
Board of Directors, I am pleased to present the Metis Child
and Family Services Authority 2009/2010 Annual Report.
This report highlights our progress and accomplishments
from the past year, and reflects our ability to support the
ongoing evolution of a Metis specific child and family services
system in Manitoba.

We recognize that our achievements are the result of hard
work of a committed, concerned collective. The staffs of the
Authority and Agency, as well as our partnerships with our
Metis government, key stakeholders and community have
been crucial to our growth and development. With your help, we
have improved system-wide statistic tracking tools, collection
and analysis methods; added photographs of every child in our
care to a secure online database; developed a comprehensive
Human Resources policy and orientation manual and an
extensive Authority Service manual; as well as created a
province-wide H1N1 pandemic plan, which has formed the
basis of a province-wide business continuity plan for the
Authority and MCFCS.

The Board would like to thank Bernice Cyr for the direction
and vision she has brought to the Authority in her first year as
Chief Executive Officer. We would also like to thank Leilani
Buschau for her contributions to the Authority as former
Acting CEO, and for her ongoing work at the Agency as the
Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder Specialist. The Authority also
welcomes a new Chief Financial Officer, Stephen Gregg, and
thanks our former CFO, Brian Hodge, for his years of service
and commitment to the children, families and communities
that we serve.

The Authority Board would like to congratulate President
Chartrand on his re-election, as well as the returning members
of the Manitoba Metis Federation (MMF) Board. To former
MMF Board members, Carl Chartrand, Bonnie McIntyre, Laura
Hyrich, and Kim Stephen, we appreciate your dedication and
support, and ask that you join us in welcoming newly elected
board members, Alfred Anderson, Richard Genaille, Darrel
Ferland, and Joan Ledoux. Thanks to the MMF Board’s 
unwavering support and guidance we are working towards
achieving the Metis vision for a responsive, responsible Child
and Family Services system.

In the coming year, we will continue to implement our 
five (5) year strategic plan, which outlines the continuing 
development of a Child and Family Services System that
reflects Metis culture, values and upholds standards which
will ensure the safety and well-being of our children. Working
together, we can achieve our vision of healthy, vibrant Metis
communities built with the strength of our families through
love, respect, honour, strength and heritage. 

“Thanks to the
MMF Board’s 
unwavering
support and
guidance we
are working

towards 
achieving the

Metis vision for
a responsive,
responsible
Child and

Family Services
system.”



Message from the
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER • BERNICE CYR 

The Metis Authority (the “Authority”) has been responsible
for administering and providing for the delivery of child and
family services to Metis and Inuit people, as well as others,
since 2003, and we have continued to develop and improve
our capacity through 2009 - 2010.

A primary component of the Authority’s ongoing commitment
to treat youth and families with dignity and respect is the
application of a new anti-oppressive framework called Signs of
Safety. It’s an evolving method of undertaking a comprehensive
risk assessment to determine the safety of each child. By taking
into account levels of risk during the evaluation process, we
will endeavour to keep families together longer, and offer
specific support to those who will benefit the most. Signs of
Safety signifies an important change in practice for child welfare
in Manitoba. Giving more trust and privilege to the perspectives
of children, parents and their family members has been one
of the Authority’s primary goals since our inception, and 
supporting the implementation of this new practice with the
Metis Child Family and Community Services Agency (MCFCS)
has been a central focus in 2009 - 2010.

Another important initiative is the development of the Signs of
Success quality assurance framework which is a strength-based
approach for creating system-wide improvements in child
welfare that is inspired by and consistent with the work of
Turnell & Edwards, creators of the Signs of Safety practice.
This quality assurance approach purposefully stimulates the
key qualities of organizational change in child welfare: reflection,
appreciation, and shared learning and communicates these
changes to all stakeholders with the authentic voice of 
stakeholders. The Signs of Success strives to move beyond
recommendations and monitoring to involved communications
and tangible actions.  

The Authority is pleased to announce that Differential Response
(DR), a strength-based, collaborative approach to service that
allows the MCFCS to provide a range of holistic responses to
meet the needs of families before there are serious child
protection issues, has begun the pilot project phase of 
development. Our Parkland Designated Intake Agency and
Winnipeg DR test sites have begun utilizing the structured 
decision making assessments along with the Signs of Safety 

practice which are strength-need and safety-risk tools aimed
at changing the manner in which families are approached
following a report of child maltreatment and assist in 
determining the specific needs of each family. This second
phase concludes on March 31st, 2011, when we will transition
our resources into the third phase, building long-term, 
system-wide capacity for DR.
In an ongoing effort to better serve our youth and families
directly, the Authority has shifted several positions of expertise
to MCFCS. These include:

FASD Specialist - The Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder 
(FASD) Specialist is responsible for researching, analyzing,
developing and evaluating services associated with MCFCS 
delivered FASD programs and services.

Differential Response Coordinator - The Differential
Response Coordinator is tasked with exploring, analyzing, 
creating and reviewing services associated with MCFCS 
delivered DR programs and services. 

Education Outcomes Coordinator - The Education 
Outcomes Coordinator is responsible for providing 
consultation and support to the Agency in the area of 
schooling for their children in care.

Child Resource Coordinator - The Child Resource 
Coordinator works with individuals, families, service providers
and agencies to provide a full range of abuse investigation
services and facilitates community service providers in the
consultation processes that contribute to the development
of a new coordinated approach for child abuse investigation
in the Parkland jurisdiction.

Looking ahead, our 2010 – 2015 Strategic Vision outlines
the overall programmatic objectives and challenges inherent
to achieving child and family focused outcomes in Manitoba.
In addition to policy and programming changes, further
measures are proposed to mitigate foreseeable risks with
service delivery, worker burnout and lack of adequate 
infrastructure; while ensuring specific performance standards
and time frames for service provisions can be met. It is 
considered the guiding document for Metis and Inuit Child
and Family Services in Manitoba for the next five years.
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Our Vision
Building healthy and vibrant Metis communities through love, respect, honour,

strength, culture and heritage with guidance from our Elders and families.

Our Mission
The Metis Child and Family Services Authority are committed, accountable and

responsible for the Child and Family Services system to the Metis and Inuit 
people of Manitoba. The Metis Authority contributes to a strong and healthy 

Metis Nation through the strength of Elders, family, children, 
culture, values and heritage.

Guiding Principles
Metis families and communities are the cornerstone of the Metis nation and the
service delivery system must reflect this vision.

Responsibility for decision-making regarding Metis children and families lies
with the family, extended family and community whenever possible.

The organizational structure promotes and supports community
governance at all levels.

The service delivery system will encompass both formal and
informal elements.

The services delivery system must be operated in an efficient
and effective manner.

The services delivery system will be outcome-based and
will reflect the core guiding principles of MCFCS.

Staff
Bernice Cyr • Chief Executive Officer

Stephen Gregg • Chief Financial Officer

Robbyn Rempel • Human Resources Officer

Margaret Bartlett • Senior Manager

Karla Hildebrand-Eden • Program Consultant

Kathy Cote • Program Consultant

Mark MacKay-Chiddenton • Program Consultant

Robin Jackson • Education & Training Coordinator

Caroline Corbin • Policy Analyst

Cindy McKee • Policy Analyst

Jaida Nash • Senior Finance Officer

Yolanda Roulette • Junior Finance Officer

Cindy Monkman • Senior Administrative Assistant

Dianna Cadotte • Administrative Assistant

Marnie Freeman • Administrative Assistant
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Board Members
Rita Cullen, Chair • Steve Racine, Co-Chair

Mitch Bourbonniere, Secretary/Treasurer • Chantell Barker 

Don Samatte • Evelyn Nepinak • Judy Mayer, Ex-Officio 

Kim Stephen, Ex-Officio • Leonard Vandale, Elder

Beryl Bouvette, Elder • Olga Campbell, Elder



Who We Are
The Metis Child and Family
Services Authority is an
incorporated entity with
an independent Board 
of Directors responsible
for administering and
managing the delivery of

child and family services for
Metis and Inuit people in

Manitoba. It is one of four Child
and Family Services Authorities that operate within the
province who are charged with ensuring that child and family
services are available and accessible to their respective 
populations.

Overall, the Authority ensures the provision of quality Metis
and Inuit specific child and family supports and services that
are culturally relevant and community-based in order to
effectively build the capacity of Metis and Inuit families and
communities to care for themselves and each other. The
Authority achieves this end by developing policy, setting 
priorities and assessing the needs of Metis and Inuit 
communities in consultation with the Metis Child, Family and
Community Services Agency.

Our Approach
Our approach to serving children, youth and families is based
on the principle that a well organized service delivery system,
accountable to specific performance standards and time frames
for service provision, is essential to protect children effectively
and to strengthen families. Effective services are timely from a
child’s perspective, that is, services are provided quickly enough
to respond to a child’s development and emotional needs.

It also encompasses a culturally competent system that
develops behaviours, attitudes and policies to promote effective
cross-cultural work. Providing workers and the Agency(ies) as
a whole with a flexible context for gaining and expanding 
cultural knowledge, understanding the dynamics arising from
cultural differences, and promoting successful adaptation of
services to meet unique cultural needs in partnership with
community members is the most effective way for agencies
to improve their cultural competence.

The Authority strives for a cohesive system of family-centred, 
community-centred, culturally competent, timely and
accountable services and supports for children and their families.
At the individual family level, formal efforts to coordinate
services and supports are necessary among different
providers serving the same family. At the systems level, formal
agreements can increase the cohesiveness of related services
provided by different agencies.
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Our Training
In response to the needs expressed from the child welfare
system reviews and the recommendations outlined within the
Changes for Children initiative, the Metis Child and Family
Services Authority Education and Training Strategy continued
in its efforts to:
Support and enhance the provision of services provided to 
families and children in Manitoba
Build and enhance skills of new and existing employees
Ensure a competent and qualified Metis & Inuit workforce

Over the 2009/2010 fiscal year, a wide variety of education/
training opportunities were made available to Authority and
Agency staff, care providers and valuable community collaterals.
Activities completed during this reporting period include, but
are certainly not limited to: the distribution of educational
materials; exploring/supporting new and existing post-secondary
opportunities; the coordination of training opportunities as
demonstrated in the following graph.

Training Themes # of participants

Attachment 42

CFS Standards 60

Child/Youth Care 62

Crisis Intervention 84

Differential Response/Family Enhancement 303

FASD 174

First Aid/CPR & Safety 182

Gang Awareness 38

Investigating Child Abuse 27

Suicide Intervention/Prevention 54

Other Training 132

2009-2010 Total: 1158

2008-2009 Total: 579

Quality Assurance
In April 2009, the Authority received a proposed Quality
Assurance (QA) framework stemming from some key reviews
of the child welfare system in Manitoba. Originally developed
by the Ontario Association of Children’s Aid Societies, this QA
framework attempted to respond to recommendations as
well as focus on the connection of outcomes and performance
measures to compliance with standards of best practice.

“Signs of Success was developed to
bring life to the traditional evaluative 

frameworks which attempt to incorporate 
successful outcomes for children, families, 

communities and systems.”

The Authority found that although the QA framework provided
for the ease of use and direction of traditionally accepted
cyclical quality assurance methods, it did not speak specifically
to the necessary approach for successful and meaningful
organizational development and collaborative analysis. As a 
result, Signs of Success (S/S) was developed to bring life 
to the traditional evaluative frameworks which attempt to 
incorporate successful outcomes for children, families, 
communities and systems.  

In direct contrast to the problem-oriented, risk-based reviews
that are the dominant focus within child welfare, S/S is
designed to create system-wide improvements in Child
Welfare using strength-based approaches for inclusive and
balanced framework implementation and collaborative 
analysis. While the QA framework brings forward methods
and process for monitoring and making recommendations
on quality, S/S purposefully stimulates the key qualities of 
organizational change in child welfare: reflection, appreciation,
and shared learning and communicates these changes to all
stakeholders with the authentic voice of stakeholders. S/S
moves beyond recommendations and monitoring to involved
communications, tangible actions and a practical approach
for improving the quality of child welfare services.

Specific recommendations from the Child Welfare Society,
April 2009:
That the CFS Authorities identify outcome-oriented objectives
and priorities for the provision of services are consistent 
with the department (CFS Division) objectives and priorities.
That the CFS Authorities develop output/outcome measures 
(contained in a strategic plan) on which CFS mandated 
agency performance would be assessed.
That the CFS Authorities develop a risk- based QA review 
plan that scheduled mandated agency reviews on a 
bi-annual cycle for mandated agencies.
That the mandated agencies utilize the output/outcome 
measures provided by the CFS Authorities, on which their 
performance would be assessed.
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Our Achievements
The Authority has:

Submitted to the province the final report on the system-wide 
review of the MCFCS’s compliance with the Provincial regulations 
and standards limited to the scope of face to face contact with children
in care, foster home and place-of-safety background checks and 
licensing requirements. The Authority’s review found that in the 
review period, October to December 2008, MCFCS was in compliance
with Provincial standards and regulations.   

Made substantial progress on a number of Child Death 
Recommendations (CDR). Of the 42 CDRs, 28 have been completed,
and 12 are currently in progress. Also, a review released in 2006 by 
the Office of the Auditor General made several recommendations 
based on the policies and procedures in place before the restructuring
of the system. Of these 39 recommendations, 17 have been 
implemented and 22 are in progress. Our ongoing commitment to 
completing these recommendations is indicative of our dedication 
to improving the CFS system in Manitoba.

Completed all items identified in the Board Development work plan 
inclusive of:

• a comprehensive Authority Board of Directors governance policy
manual and orientation plan

• an annual board evaluation, which was completed by Board 
members in January 2010

• reviewed and updated the Authority by-laws and CEO limitations
document

• development of the Authority’s 2010-2015 strategic plan

Presented at the Standing Senate Committee on Human Rights to 
examine the issue of sexual exploitation of children in Canada, with 
a particular emphasis on understanding the scope and prevalence 
of the problem across the country and in particularly affected 
communities. 

Actively participated with Authority partners through the Office of the 
Standing Committee and its sub-committees to work on foundational
standards, alternative care resources, the Changes for Children initiative,
system-wide recommendations, funding strategies, program and 
service provision plans, communications strategies and child welfare 
outcomes.
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Finance Report
Revenue – Authority Core

Expenditures – Authority Core

Agency Funding by 
Fiscal Year and Type

* The audited financial statements by Meyers, Norris
Penny LLP are available upon request.

** Agency Maintenance variance due to funds moving
from Authority to province.



Our Vision
During the previous year, a strategic vision was developed to be the guiding document for Authority governance and 
operations structure over the next five years. This tool outlines the Authority’s goal of a well organized service delivery 
system, accountable to specific performance standards and time frames for service provision, which is essential to protect
children effectively and to strengthen families. It also encompasses a culturally competent system that develops behaviours,
attitudes and policies to promote effective cross-cultural work.

The Authority is committed to sustaining the priorities and achieving the outcomes featured within our strategic plan, and
will regularly manage, monitor and report results to key stakeholders through the utilization of annual reports, annual 
operations plans, and output and outcomes measures as indicated in this plan. 

The Metis Child and Family Services Authority are committed, accountable and responsible for the Child and Family
Services system to the Metis and Inuit people of Manitoba. The Metis Authority contributes to strong and healthy Metis
and Inuit Nations through the strength of Elders, family, children, culture, values and heritage.

KEY PRIORITIES  
Ensure critical child protection performance through 
consistent child welfare practice that protects children and 
strengthens families. 
Build service delivery capacity ensuring effective, respectful
and culturally relevant services that successfully meet the 
specific needs of children and families. 
Foster sound governance inclusive of the heritage, culture, 
experience and knowledge of Metis and Inuit communities. 
Establish, strengthen and sustain diverse strategic partnerships
and alliances. 
Drive comprehensive development, delivery and review of 
flexible, responsive services throughout the system. 
Develop a well-trained and supported workforce through 
building the learning and performance culture across the 
system. 
Plan, develop, implement and monitor strong business 
processes and communications practices which support 
the vision and commitment.

KEY OUTCOMES
Children are cared for, loved, respected, valued within a 
safe, stable environment and have opportunity for quality 
education, health-care, culture, heritage and community 
services. 
Parents, families, and caregivers involved with Metis CFS 
are respected, supported to be self sufficient and have a 
strong sense of culture, heritage, family, identity, familial 
purpose and parental ability. 
Communities have the opportunity to foster sound 
governance and strong cultural, heritage and family ties 
and be heard as part of the care network for children and 
families. 
Key stakeholders have a strong network of knowledge, 
support and opportunity to fully participate in a child and 
family services system managed efficiently and effectively 
in an ethical, accountable and respectful manner.


